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As an ancient Greek philosopher noted, “Everything flows.  
Twice in the same river you could not enter.” To illustrate that  
the only constant is change, consider the dynamic activities and  
influences at JPL: the continuing scientific results yielded by past 
missions, the Laboratory’s recent achievements in flight projects 
and space exploration, its ever-increasing capabilities that promise 
an exciting future, and the evolving NASA and world environ-
ments. A few months have passed since Paul Dimotakis accepted 
the invitation to serve as JPL’s Chief Technologist. Join us as Dr. 
Dimotakis shares his impressions and vision for JPL’s science and 
technology activities and his hopes for bringing the Laboratory 
and Campus closer together in the future.

Dr. Dimotakis is the John K. Northrop Professor of Aeronautics 
and Professor of Applied Physics at Caltech. He earned his B.S. in 
physics, his M.S. in nuclear engineering, and his Ph.D. in applied 
physics from Caltech. His research has focused on superfluid-
ity, turbulent flow phenomena, combustion, hypersonic flow and 
propulsion, laser diagnostics, high-speed image data acquisition, 
and computational adaptive optics. A Fellow of the American 
Physical Society and an Associate Fellow of the American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Dr. Dimotakis has consulted for 
aerospace companies, Disney, and Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory; he has also assisted in sail design for the successful 
America3 campaign to defend the 1992 America’s Cup.

This event is free. All members of the Campus and JPL communi-
ties and retirees are welcome. The external gate to the auditorium 
will be open for off-Lab access. For more information about this 
event, please send e-mail to cma.announce@jpl.nasa.gov or call 
Randii Wessen, (818) 354-7580.
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